
  



  

KING X

For the citizens in King X’s kingdom

Should they just concentrate on:

● His written coronation speech

● His written edicts

● The written history of his achievements

OR

Should they also be concerned about what 
he’s saying to them now?



  

(1) Scripture-only proponents negate
revelation from the King via Holy Spirit



  

(2) Scripture-only proponents do not 
allow the King to do anything different



  

(1) Conscience-only followers are 
subject to cultural influences



  

(2) Conscience-only followers are 
subject to a seared conscience



  

(3) Conscience-only followers are easy 
subjects for the religious spirit



  

(1) The Messianic Jews draw us away
     from our liberty and intimacy 



  

(2) The Messianic Jews want to steer us
     into their camp



  

For example:

Perhaps this helps us understand why churches seem to be 
able to invent their own worship patterns without regard to 
Scriptural foundations. Perhaps we now recognize that the 
hierarchy of Rome has more influence on the formation of 
the church than the Bible. Maybe this is why the church is 
constantly evolving. It has no foundation in God. It stands on 
the work of Jerome, Luther and Calvin. Attend if you wish. No 
harm there (hopefully), but remember that you are not in the 
house of the Lord. You are visiting the temples of 
Constantine.

Skip Moen “The Royal Convocation”



  

Things to Watch for

● Referring to Jesus using Hebrew names
● Not speaking or writing God’s name, Jehovah
● Writing God’s abbreviated name YHWH in uppercase
● Writing Jesus’ title names completely in uppercase
● Capitalizing personal pronouns referring to God or Jesus
● Requiring the keeping of the feasts
● Requiring the keeping a weekly Sabbath



  

Sadly, many Messianic Jews think they 
have is all correct.

Paul spent 13 years in the Arabian desert   
– Why?
– He was very learned Pharisee
– What else did he need to know that the
   Jews didn’t?

(2) Holy Spirit is not a person. 

(1) No triune structure in mankind.

BUT...
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